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In principle, the BAR LMG would provide a 'base' of covering fire for the advance of the maneuver unit. Lieutenant â€“ 30pts. M Ws Bs S T W I A Ld. 
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United States Army :World War Two – Playtest Version 1.0 – 23/05/03



United States Army: 1933-53. “Go get ‘em boys!” John Wayne “Remember Pearl Harbour!” ‘Fall In’—American Legion Pamphlet given to new soldiers This army list has been written to help you create an army of the United States of America. From brushfire interventions in China to the Japanese invasion and the US intervention into World War Two. At a stretch, it will cover the Korean War.



The US Army 1936-1953 Infantry. The United States had a small professional army and had looked upon rearmament slowly. In 1939, the standing army was just under 200,000 men. When pressed into World War Two this expanded to over 8 million. She had the manpower and the overwhelming industry base to commit to a long war on two fronts. Experience was another matter. Most units were made up of conscripted infantry and this would tell in the fight ahead. With combat casualties, there was also a crisis in manpower, where there was not the trained recruits to strengthen up rifle companies. This problem (something experienced by all sides) was only finally curtailed with the end of the war in Europe. The United States provided combat units for the Pacific and Western theatres as well as providing a very significant amount of armour and equipment to the soviets. (Notes on North Africa Sicily and Italy France and Low Countries Southern France Pacific & Korea). All US units are well equipped and have good firepower. Morale was usually good if experience lacking.



INFANTRY WEAPONS Colt M1911A1 Pistol (Colt Pistol) Pistols were issued as a weapon for officers, artillery, mg weapon and tank crews. The US had adopted the .45 Colt for it’s stopping power. S4 1 shot 12" range No move and fire penalty M1 Garand (M1 Rifle) The standard US rifle was the excellent .30 caliber M1 Garand. It fired 8 shots from a stripper clip. S3 2 shots 24" range Hip Firing with 2 shots M1 Carbine (M1 Carbine) The M1 Carbine was designed for second line personnel. It fired a short .30 cal round fed from a box magazine. It was highly liked as it had better range than the submachine gun and less recoil and was easier to shoot on the move than the Garand. S3 2 shots 18" range



M1903 (M1903 Rifle) This was the standard World War 1 bolt action rifle. Due to the lack of Garands at the start of the War, the M1903 was used for some time before being replaced. For the early part of the war, each squad was equipped with a single M1903 as it could fire rifle grenades. However it seems that in practice, the Rifle Grenades was generally abandoned. The M1903 was the basis of the standard scoped sniper rifle weapon (range 30”). S3 1 shots 24" range Thompson Sub Machinegun (Thompson) A direct descendant of the Thompson Military and Police of Prohibition and Gangster Fame. The later M3 Grease Gun uses the same stats. The US had a shortage of sub machineguns, the average company in 1944 only having six. S4 3 shots 12" range Browning Automatic Rifle (BAR) The Browning was the standard squad light machine gun from World War 1. It’s 20 round magazine and weight limited it’s usefulness on as a Squad Automatic Weapon. S3 3 shots 24" range Hip firing with 2 or more shots. Browning .30 cal (.30 Cal MG) The .30 cal was the standard machinegun for the US army, firing the .30 caliber rifle round. It was belt fed and air cooled, giving a reasonable rate of fire. It was usually tripod mounted but later models were fitted with a butt stock and bipod to make it more like a MG34. The tripod version cannot march move. S4 4 shots 36" Move or fire. Gun crew cannot march move. S3 4 Shots 24” Hip Firing (Bipod version) 60mm Mortar (60mm Mortar) This was the standard light mortar used by the US. Unlike other combatants, who abandoned their light mortars, the US used the 60mm until the end of the war. It fired a light HE round and a smoke round. HE was the standard ammunition, smoke was rarer. S4 (S2 Shrapnel) Small template 2 shots 24" Guess Move or Fire. Browning .50 Cal (.50 Cal) The Browning .50 cal was the standard heavy machinegun for anti aircraft and light armour duties. The gun crew cannot march move. S5 3 shots 36" Move or fire. M1A1 Bazooka (Bazooka) The Bazooka (named after the weapon’s similarity to a musical instrument used by comedian Bobby Burns) was a recoilless rifle firing a shaped charge. It had a short effective range. The later M9A1 (introduced 1944) was S9. HEAT S8 1 Shot 12” Save –5 Limited Ammo 37mm US Antitank gun The 37mm US was a barely adequate antitank gun which was soon outdated as the war progressed. It fired HE but was ineffective in this role. The 37mm was replaced in most theatres by the 57mm apart from the Pacific where the US Marines found it’s light weight ideal and it’s ability to deal with Japanese armour adequate. 37mm is mounted on a light carriage with gun shield (Toughness 7) AP S6 1 shot 30" Save –3 HE S4 (S2 Shrapnel) 30" Save –1 Canister S2 0”



Small Template Teardrop Template



Special Rule: Slick crew. The 37mm was very quick firing in the antitank role with it’s semiautomatic breach. If the crew pass a Ld test, they may fire twice in a turn. 57mm US Antitank Gun The 57mm US antitank gun was a direct copy of the British 6 pounder and shells were interchangeable. It was more effective as a tank killer after the introduction of APDS rounds in 1944. The US saw the 57mm as solely as an antitank gun, so did not supply any HE shell with it. US troops in Normandy traded shells with British troops to obtain supplies of HE. 57mm mounted on a medium carriage with gun shield (Toughness 8) APBC S7 1 shot 36” Save –4 APDS S8 48” Save –5 HE S5 (S2 shrapnel) 36" Save –2 Small Template



UNIT ORGANISATIONS The United States did contain a core of pre war soldiers which were soon diluted by the massive conscription drive. Equipment was never a problem for the Americans but battle experience was. The Americans tended to put new recruits into old units. This meant that the new recruits soon learned off the ‘old timers’. The end result was the Americans lacked raw units but also lacked veteran units. Typical army list composition will consists: 50% Min Infantry 50% Max Recon (Reconnaissance and light tanks) 33% Max Artillery (artillery and tanks) 25% Characters (includes special units such as assault pioneers) 25% Max Allies (includes Paras and Allied partners) The US did have Horse Cavalry but they all fought dismounted in World War 2. United States Army Organization 1931-45 Any infantry unit may have a Corporal or Sergeant at +10 points. Each has +1A and +1Ld (this modifies squad leadership, not the leadership of any character in the squad). In 1944, units may also have a Private First Class at +5 points. He has +1 attack. (CHARACTERS) 0-1 Captain – 75pts M Ws Captain 4 4 Equipment: Colt Pistol
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Options: May lead a command squad at +9 pts a soldier. Special Rules: Independent Character (-1 to hit). If nominated the Army Commander his leadership may be used on any squad within 8", as long as the squad the Captain is leading is 5 models or greater (numbers represent runners). 0-2 Snipers - 35pts M Ws Bs S T W Sniper 5 3 4 3 3 1 Equipment: M1903 Bolt Action Rifle, Helmet.
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Options: May have Entrenching tool (+1pt), Bayonet (+1pt) or Grenades (+1pt). Special Rules: Independent Character (-1 to hit). May not join a unit. May ignore normal targeting restrictions and shoot at characters. Expert fieldsman - may be deployed anywhere outside the opponent's deployment zone and in cover. 0-2 Observer Teams - 20pts per Observer and 9pts per Runner. M Ws Bs S T W I A Ld Observer 5 3 3 3 3 1 4 1 8 Runner 5 3 3 3 3 1 4 1 7 Equipment: M1 Garand Rifle, Helmet. Options: May have Radio at 15pts. May be mounted in a Jeep at 15 pts (maximum of 5 in jeep) . May have a Field Telephone if defending and not mounted on a vehicle at 10 pts. Special Rules: Independent Character (-1 to hit). May form a unit of observers and runners (typically two observers). Expert fieldsman - may be deployed anywhere outside the opponent's deployment zone and in cover (if not mounted in a vehicle). If the Observers do not have a Radio or Telephone, they may communicate to a battery within 10” (with the runners) as long as there is two models remaining in the squad.



(INFANTRY) The Platoon A typical US rifle platoon consisted of three sections lead by a Lieutenant. A Lieutenant is required to field 2 rifle sections and may command up to 5 sections. For every two sections chosen, one Company Support Weapon Section may be chosen. For every two Platoons chosen, one Battalion Support Weapon Section may be chosen. A US rifle section consisted of 12 men by the book, although in practice this was much lower. This tactically broke down into Able (the squad leader and two scouts), Baker (the ‘base of Fire’ consisting the BAR team) and Charlie (the maneuver unit). In principle, the BAR LMG would provide a ‘base’ of covering fire for the advance of the maneuver unit. Lieutenant – 30pts M Ws Bs S T W I A Ld Lieutenant 4 4 4 3 3 1 4 2 8 Equipment: Colt Pistol, Helmet Options: Lieutenant may have M1 Carbine (+2pt), M1 Garand (+3pts) or Thompson (+5pts). May lead a command section at +9 points per private. If the Lieutenant's unit is under 5 models, it must join another section or an attached support weapon section. Two privates may be upgraded to sergeants. HQ squads for infantry or support weapons may have a telephone at +10 pts (if defending) or a radio at +15pts. US HQ squads were well manned, consisting of the officer, two NCOs and seven rifles according to regulations. Again this would vary considerably in the field. Rifle Section – 9pts per Soldier M Ws Bs S Private 4 3 3 3 Equipment: M1 Garand Rifle, Helmet.
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Options: May have Entrenching tool (+1pt), Bayonet (+1pt) or Grenades (+1pt). NCO may exchange his Rifle for a M1 Carbine (free) or a Thompson (+2pts). One private may exchange his rifle for a BAR LMG (+5pts). Two privates may exchange their M1 Garands for M1 Carbines. One private may be promoted to a PFC (+5pts). PFC may upgrade his Garand to a M1 Carbine (free) or a Thompson (+2pts). Company Support Section (Section) – 9pts per Soldier M Ws Bs S Private 4 3 3 3 Equipment: M1 Garand Rifle, Helmet.
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Options: May have Entrenching tool (+1pt), Bayonet (+1pt), Exchange for M1 Carbine (free). One model may replace Rifle with a Browning .30 Cal on Tripod (+12pts), a 60mm Mortar (+10pts) or a M1 Bazooka (+15pts) or a M9 Bazooka (+17pts). May take a Corporal or Sergeant at +10 pts. If two or more company support sections containing the same weapons are fielded, they must be joined by a HQ squad led by a Lieutenant, apart from the Bazooka squads. The weapon teams should be 5 man minimum, the bazooka squads 2 man. Bazooka squads should attach themselves to another unit (an infantry or HQ squad). Bazookas were given out ‘ad hoc’ to infantry companies. At the time of D Day, they were available two to a company. The later M9 was available in limited quantities at D Day and should be assigned one every other Bazooka.



Battalion Support Section - 9 points per Soldier M Ws Bs S T W I A Ld Private 4 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7 Equipment: M1 Garand Rifle, Helmet. Options: May have Entrenching tool (+1pt), Bayonet (+1pt), Exchange Garand for M1 Carbine (free). The section may man the following weapons 37mm with AP, HE and Canister Antitank Gun 57mm with APCBC Antitank Gun 81mm Mortar



at 15pts at 20pts at 20pts



From Late 1942



The 81mm mortar is a medium mortar mounted on a tripod and has no gun shield. It is Toughness 6. HE S6 (S3 Shrapnel) 30" Save –3 Small Template Smoke 30” Small Template May upgrade to a Sergeant at +10 points. The 37mm Antitank gun was sometimes mounted on the back of Dodge 4x4 (in portee fashion). The truck costs 15pts. The Canister is limited ammo for the 37mm. Each of the above weapons requires a full 5 man crew. From Mid 1944 the 57mm may be armed with a APDS (limited ammo) for +10 pts and limited ammo HE for +5pts (Traded shells!). If two or more battalion support sections containing the same weapons are fielded, they must be joined by a HQ squad led by a Lieutenant. (RECON) ‘Recon’ formed an important part of the US armed forces. However Recon teams often found themselves away from their scouting role and pressed into the attacking role. Vehicle crews are typically Ld 7. M5 Stuart Tank (later variant 1943) M BS Front Side Rear Top Points M5 8 3 7 6 6 6 65 Armed with a Browning Machinegun and a 37mm gun in the turret with a Browning .30 on the roof. 4 Crew (Commander, Gunner, Driver, Co-driver). Radio. US 37mm M6 gun firing AP, HE and Canister. Two Browning .30 machineguns (hull and coaxial). AP S6 1 shot 30" Save –3 Light Carriage HE S4 (S2 Shrapnel) 30" Save –1 Small Template Canister S2 0” Teardrop Template Options: .30 Browning AA MG on roof for +12 pts. Stabilizers: All US tanks were fitted with electric Stabilization. This allowed the guns to fire more accurately on the move, but required experienced crews to use them efficiently. If the crew makes a Ld test, it can ignore the movement penalty for firing the main gun. The M5 Stuart was attached to the Tank Company (One Stuart platoon to three of Sherman). However, as it’s purpose was to scout for the tank companies, it appears in the Recon section. M8 Greyhound Armoured Car (Introduced 1943) M BS Front Side Rear Top Points M8 10 3 6 6 6 4 50 Armed with a US 37mm M6 gun firing AP, HE and Canister. One Browning .30 machinegun (coaxial). 6 Crew (Commander, gunner, driver, co-driver/radio operator, 2 extra crew). 2 Radios. Open Topped. Wheeled. AP S6 1 shot 30" Save –3 HE S4 (S2 Shrapnel) 30" Save –1 Small Template Canister S2 0” Teardrop Template Options: May fit .30 cal (+10 pts) or .50 Cal (+15pts) to roof. Stabilizers: All US tanks were fitted with electric Stabilization. This allowed the guns to fire more accurately on the move, but required experienced crews to use them efficiently. If the crew makes a Ld test, it can ignore the movement penalty for firing the main gun. The M8 Greyhound were attached to Cavalry companies along with M5A1 Halftracks. The M20 was a M8 minus the turret (25pts). It was gradually replaced by the Chaffee and later M41 Walker Bulldog.
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Points 15



Unarmed. 2 Crew (Gunner, Driver). Options: May be armed with a .30 Browning (+10 points) or a .50 Browning (+15 points). May have a radio operator at +10 pts. .30 Browning S3 4 shots 24" .50 Browning S5 3 Shots 30" Save –2 The official title for the jeep was the ¼ ton truck. Rangers Section – 11 pts per Ranger M Ws Bs S T W I A Ld Ranger 5 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7 Equipment: M1 Garand, Helmet. Options: May have Entrenching tool (+1pt), Bayonet (+1pt) or Grenades (+1pt). NCO may exchange his Rifle for a M1 Carbine (free) or a Thompson (+2pts). One private may exchange his rifle for a BAR LMG (+5pts). Two privates may exchange their M1 Garands for M1 Carbines. One private may be promoted to a PFC (+5pts). PFC may upgrade his Garand to a M1 Carbine (free) or a Thompson (+2pts).



(ARTILLERY & ARMOUR) US Armour was not a match for either the developments their of Soviet or German counterparts. But what they lacked in quality, they made up for in Quantity. Typical crew leadership is 7. M4 Sherman (1942) M BS Front Side Rear Top Points Sherman 8 3 8 7 7 6 115 US 75mm M3 gun firing AP, HE and Smoke. Two Browning .30 machineguns (hull and coaxial). (OR US 76mm M1 firing APCBC, HE and Smoke). 5 Crew (Commander, gunner, loader, driver, co-driver/hull gunner). Radio. AP S7 36” Save –4 APC S8 48" Save –5 APCR S9 48” Save –6 HE S6 (S3 Shrapnel) 30" Save –3 Small Template Smoke — 30” Small Template Options: Upgrade to 76mm at +10 pts (Mid 1944). Upgrade 76mm to limited APCR ammo at +10 pts (Late 1944). Upgrade to ‘Jumbo’ at +5 pts (Armour 9 front, Movement reduced to 7, Bogs down on a 1-2) 1944. Add Browning .50 AAMG at +10pts. Stabilizers: All US tanks were fitted with electric Stabilization. This allowed the guns to fire more accurately on the move, but required experienced crews to use them efficiently. If the crew makes a Ld test, it can ignore the movement penalty for firing the main gun. There was typically one Sherman 76mm to three Sherman 75mm at D day. By the time of the Ardennes, there were companies of 76mm Shermans. Another late development was the ‘Jumbo’ Sherman with reinforced armour (Frontal armour 9). Crews also used to pile up sandbags and tracks on the earlier Shermans to increase it’s armour, at the cost of overloading the chassis. APCR ammo was very limited. If the crew have the .50 Browning, it comes with a tripod to be dismounted if the tank is knocked out.



M10 Tank Destroyer M BS Front Side Rear Top Points M10 9 3 7 6 6 6 100 US 76mm M1 firing APCBC, HE and Smoke. 5 crew (Commander, gunner, loader, driver, co-driver). Radio. Open Top. APCBC S8 48" Save –5 APDS S9 48” Save –6 HE S6 (S3 Shrapnel) 30" Save –3 Small Template Smoke — 30” Small Template Options: Upgrade to limited APDS ammo at +10 pts (1944). Add Browning .50 AAMG at +10pts. Stabilizers: All US tanks were fitted with electric Stabilization. This allowed the guns to fire more accurately on the move, but required experienced crews to use them efficiently. If the crew makes a Ld test, it can ignore the movement penalty for firing the main gun. The M10 was adapted from the Sherman. It had an open topped turret and a 76mm gun. The later M36 Jackson had a the 90mm gun of the Pershing (+15 points). If the crew have the .50 Browning, it comes with a tripod to be dismounted if the tank is knocked out. M18 Hellcat Tank Destroyer M BS Front Side Rear Top Points M10 10 3 6 6 6 4 100 US 76mm M1 firing APC, HE and Smoke. Open Top. 5 Crew. APC APCR HE Smoke



S8 S9 S6 —



(S3 Shrapnel)



48" 48” 30" 30”



Save –5 Save –6 Save –3
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Options: Upgrade to limited APDS ammo at +10 pts (1944). Add Browning .50 AAMG at +15pts. 5 crew (Commander, gunner, loader, driver, co-driver). Radio. Stabilizers: All US tanks were fitted with electric Stabilization. This allowed the guns to fire more accurately on the move, but required experienced crews to use them efficiently. If the crew makes a Ld test, it can ignore the movement penalty for firing the main gun. The M18 was adapted from the programme which eventually made the Chaffee. It had an open topped turret and a 76mm gun. If the crew have the .50 Browning, it comes with a tripod to be dismounted if the tank is knocked out. M26 Pershing (1945) M BS Front Side Rear Top Points Pershing 6 3 9 8 7 6 165 US 90mm M3 gun firing AP, HE and Smoke. Two Browning .30 machineguns (hull and coaxial). 5 crew (Commander, gunner, loader, driver, co-driver/hull gunner). Radio. APC APCR HE Smoke
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48" 48” 30" 30”



Save –6 Save –7 Save –3
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Options: Upgrade 90mm to limited APCR ammo at +10 pts (1945). Add Browning .50 AAMG at +15pts. Stabilizers: All US tanks were fitted with electric Stabilization. This allowed the guns to fire more accurately on the move, but required experienced crews to use them efficiently. If the crew makes a Ld test, it can ignore the movement penalty for firing the main gun. Bogs down on a 1-2. The Pershing was the ultimate US tank development of World War Two and would be the model for the range of post war US tanks. They arrived in small numbers in January 1945. The Pershing also saw action in Korea. If the crew have the .50 Browning, it comes with a tripod to be dismounted if the tank is knocked out.



M3 Half Track (Introduced 1942) M BS Front Side Rear Top M3 8 3 6 5 5 4



Points 40



Half track carrying a section of up to 12 men. Open Topped. . Options: May fit .50 Cal (+15pts) to roof mount. The M3 was an adequate troop transport but lacked the sloped sides of the Sdkfz 251. Chemical Weapons Division Originally devised with the idea of delivering poison gas to an enemy, this thankfully never materialised in WW2. The Chemical weapons division were used for smoke and HE supporting fire, although a HE round wasn’t actually produced until 1942. 4.2” Mortar Section - 20 points plus 9 points per Soldier M Ws Bs S T W I A Ld Private 4 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7 Equipment: M1 Garand Rifle, Helmet. Options: May have Entrenching tool (+1pt), Bayonet (+1pt), Exchange Garand for M1 Carbine (free). The section has a 4.2” Mortar: HE S7 (S3 Shrapnel) Smoke



48" Guess 48” Guess



Save –4



Large Template Large Template



Special Rules: Heavy Mortar. Limited Ammo. Toughness 7. May upgrade to a Sergeant at +10 points. The 4.2” Mortar may have an attached truck for +30 points. The truck stores a plentiful supply of ammo for the game and provides mobility to the mortar. The 4.2” requires a full 5 man crew. If two or more 4.2” Mortars are fielded, they must be joined by a HQ squad led by a Lieutenant. Artillery Division The US upgraded their artillery forces prior to World War Two, replacing the 75mm Howitzer with a 105mm howitzer (which through generations has served them well until the present day). They also adopted larger artillery pieces, based on UK and French designs, although the design based on the French 155mm howitzer was to become the standard heavy howitzer. 105mm Howitzer Section - 25 points plus 9 points per Soldier M Ws Bs S T W I A Ld Private 4 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7 Equipment: M1 Garand Rifle, Helmet. Options: May have Entrenching tool (+1pt), Bayonet (+1pt), Exchange Garand for M1 Carbine (free). The section has a 105mm Howitzer on a heavy carriage with gun shield (Toughness 9). HE S7 (S3 Shrapnel) 30" Save –4 Large Template Smoke 30” Large Template Special Rules: Limited Ammo. Indirect Fire range of 150”. May upgrade to a Sergeant at +10 points. The 105mm Howitzer may have an attached truck for +30 points. The truck stores a plentiful supply of ammo for the game and provides mobility to the mortar. Each of the above weapons requires a full 5 man crew. If two or more 105mm Howitzers are fielded, they must be joined by a HQ squad led by a Lieutenant. If the section is to be used for indirect fire, it must include a HQ squad.
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